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Foreword
There have been only a few reports documenting
destructive fishing and collecting methode in the
Pacific islands region These reports have tended to
focus on the effects these methods have on the
fisheries, and only cornider envirunmental effects
in terms of those fisheries. Environment and fish-
eries agenciee in the region need reliable infor-
mation concerning the environmentd effects of
coastal deetructive fishing and collecting practices
and suggestioru on how to address this pmblem.
I'his report looks at the issue of destructive fishing
and collecting practices from a broader perspective.
Ttrrough a review of the current literature, both
published and "gle5/, and via nesponaes fiom gov-
ernment fisheriee and envircnment stafr, this re-
port provides a preliminary assessment of the
rang€, extent and effects of these practices within
the region.
The inten'iews with a number of dynamite frshers
in Fiji also provided some insights into the social
and economic context in which destructive fishing
and collecting are practised. ThiB is an arnea which
should receive morre attention witJrin the region,
especially in light of population and economic
presSures.
Owing to the time limits placed on the preparation
of this repod, it has only been possible to ecratctr
the eurface of the issue in the region" A number of
recommendations for further study and action
have been provided by the authors and these
should receive due consideration for further work
in this area.
ViliA. Fuavao
Dircctor
South Pacific Regional
Envircnment hoglamme
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1. Introduction
1.1 The need
The use of the term udestructive" in regard to fish-
ing practices is subjective because the resulting list
could include nearly all of the fishing methods now
used. Any fishing method can be destmctive if im-
properly used or used to excess. Howeveq, in this
study, the aim is to highlight only the methods that
cause direct physical or ecological damage. These
include the use of explosives, modern poisons, tra'
ditional plant and animal poisons, physically de-
stmctive practices and other fishing or collecting
practices that cause damage to the envircnment.
Envircnment and fisheries agencies in the Pacific
need both reliable information concerning the
environmental effects of destmctive coastal fishing
and collecting practices, and suggestions on how to
address the issues. Considerable information is
available fmm the Asian region but this needs to be
reviewed, and its value to the Pacific islands region
assessed.
Tb devise appropriate policies that will minimise
destructive fishing and collecting methods there is
a need to know more about the people who under-
take such practices, and the way in which riesource
allocation and resourre destruction are inter-
related. Forexample, is there a connection between
nesource depletion and economic impoverishment?
If so, does it prevent the more vulnerable people
from. using long-term nesources management
practices?
Other important questions concern how benefits of
improved resounce management can accrue to
resounce users, and what are the opportunities for,
and constraints oq effective community-level
nesounces management and conservation.
The Terms of Reference for the team were to:
(1) review the extent of all destructive coastal fish-
ing and collecting practices in the Pacific
islands region;
(2) review the literature concerning these practices
in the region and elsewhere;
(3) identi$ the environmental effects of these prac-
tices in the Pacific islands context;
(4) consider the social and economic contexts in
which destmctive fishing and collecting are
practised, particularly in relation to the dy-
namics of resource allocation (that is, owner-
ship and access) with reference to gender
relations; and
(5) provide practical suggestions and guidelines on
the actions required to control these practices
within Pacific island countries.
1.2 Methods
The team started the project with a series of meet-
ings. The team members, who comprised people
fmm various disciplines and backgrounds, were
allocated dilferent tasks.
In compliance with the requirements of the Tbrms
of Reference, a review of destructive fishing and
collecting practices was conducted. Part of the re-
view was done with the participation of on-campus
and extensionstudents fmm thmughout the reg:ion,
who were asked as part of the requirements oftheir
University oourse, "Ocean Resource Management
in the South Pacificn, to write papers on destructive
fishing methods and collecting practices in their
countries.
In addition, two graduate students were employed
as research assistants to conduct library searches
and prepare annotated bibliographies. A literature
review was conducted to find information about
destructive frshing practices and their envirnon-
mental effects. The Pacific Islands Marine
Resources Infonnation System (PIMRIS) provided
a computer print-out of references to the materials
listed in their databases. This print-out was then
studied to ensure that orily material relevant to
destructive fishing and collecting practices was
included in the References ofthis report.
Additional information was sought from govern-
ment personnel fmm thmughout the region (see
Annexe 2). Faxes were sent to the directors of frsh-
eries and conservation departments with the fol-
lowing questions:
(1) What types of destructive fishing methods, if
any, ane most common in your country? Please
describe inas muchdetail as possible, including
the compounds or gear used, the species caught,
and any effects that have been seen
(2) What is the trend in the use of destructive
fishing practices over the last 10 years?
Increasing 
- 
Decrcasing 
- 
Same 
-
(3) How serious do you think these pmblems are?
(4) Are there any educational, enforcement, legis-
lative or information programs in place dealing
specifically with destructive fiehing practices?
What are they?
(5) llave any studies been done in your country(either by government pereonnel or outeide re.
searchers) that assess the impacts of using any
of these method.g? If yes, please deecrib€ and
briefly explain the results. Please also give the
reference,
Only 13 replies to our queries were received (eee
Annexe 3). Those replies, however, proved to be very
helpful in forrning a picture of some of the destruc-
tive fishing practices currently used in the region.
Several other people involved in fisheries work were
aleo consulted about specifrc iseues. Amore compre.
hensive regional aeseesment would prlove very use-
fuI in understanding the tnre nature of destructive
fishirrg practicee in the Pacific ielands reglon
Finally, intenriews with fishers using dynamite for
fishing in Fiji's Western Division were conducted to
provide iruights into the social and economic con-
text in which destructive fishing and collecting atre
practised (Annexe 1). The Fiji Police were consulted
to obtain information about fishers convicted of
using explosives. Infor:nal intewiews were then
conducted with some of these fishers in three vil-
lages in north-western Viti Levt.; some mine
workers at the gold-mine inVahrkoula; the Director
of the Division of Mines; and eome fishers in the
Tarnra Market.
1.3 Background
Pacific islanders, like people elsewhere, manipu-
lated their physical envirrnment to ensure their
sun'ival. The use of plants to stupefy and kill fish
and the employment of destructive fishing practices
have been part oftraditional eubsistence eocieties.
Howeve4, although it is true that the uee of destruc-
tive fishing methods ie not new, nothing done before
can oompare xrith the intensity and magnitude of
the impact ofhumanfishing activity ofrecent times.
I{ith the emphasis on productivity and the large
number of fiehermen and women using the fish-
eries, the impacts of destructive fishing prhcticee
are much mone severe.
Ttre increasing monetisation of fisheriee resources
and the emphasis on increasing production to sat
is& widening demand encourage the widespread
uee of efficient and often deetructive fishing
methods. Fisheries resources tbat are potentidly
renewableifthey are urploited wisely are cur:rently
under thr,eat due to over-efficient and destructive
fishing practices by Pacific islanders,
By the early 1980s, three-quarters ofthe countries
in the Pacific ielands region had reported reef de-
gradation (Dahl & Baumgart 1982). Nearly half of
the casee were related to damage from illegal fish-
ing with explosivee and poison. Furtherrnore, in a
brief overview of disturbances to reefs in Microne'
sia, Tbuda (1981) concluded that in the late 1970s
using dynamite to catch fish wae the most damag-
ing activity found. In addition to the damage caused
by destructive fishing, the region's reefs and fishing
grounds are subject to a variety of other assaults
(Brodie et al. 1990;Dahl 1984; Veitayaki L994;Zanrr
1994). These include those that are due to human
activities (dumping or leaching of contaminants,
sewage disposal, sedimentation due to poor land
use practices, dredging and mining, and increasing
coastal development) as well as those due to natu-
rally occurring events (storms, crown-of-thorns
starfish predation and bleaching of corals). Reef and
other habitat degradation can have serious sonse-
quences for the future of the region's inshore fish-
eries. Minimisirg the negative impacts of people
can only help to protect marine resources for the
future.
2. Destructive Fishing Methods
Many fishing methods are considered destructive
because they are damaging to the envimnment;
they are non-selective, so many species and all life
stages of a population are captured; or they are
potentially dangerous to the people who use them.
Some of the methods ar€ now illegal, such as using
dynamite or cyanide to catch frsh, but people still
persist in their use. Destructive fishing methods
can be categorised as follows (in decreasing order of
impact on the environment):
. Explosives
. Modern poisons: cyanide, bleach, pesticides
. Physically destnrctive practices: fish drives,
manual breakage of corals
o Tbaditional poisons: plant and animal com-
pounds that stun or kill fish
r Other methods that lead to overhanrest of one
or mone species
All of these methods have been used in the Pacific
islands. Most are useal ininshore marine areas, but
there are a few reports of their use in rivers and
bays. Unfortunately, the magnitude oftheiruse has
not been adequately documented throughout the
regro& although there is a general acknowledge-
ment of their existence and, in some cases, persist-
ence (see Table 2.1).
In general, there is little information on the detaile
ofhow many of these methods are practised; under
what conditions they are in use; of the effects of
these practices at the levels that they are in use; or
ofthe extent oftheir use in relation to other less
destructive fi shing practices.
Only a few reports specifically document destruc-
tive fishing and collecting methods in the Pacific
islands region (Cox 1979; Eldredge 1987; Gatty
1947; Paxton & Lewis 1988). Most of these reports
focus on the effects of these destructive methods on
fisheries; they consider environmental effects only
ifthey are related to fisheries.
Table 2.1 Summary of destructive fishing methods used ln the Pacific lslands region*
Plant Animal Gyanide Bleach Pesticides Explosives Fish Manual Other
polsons poisons drives breakage
AmericanSamoa X X X X
Cook lslands X XFiJi XXXXXXX
French Polynesia XGuamXXX
Hawaii X X
Kiribati
Marshall lslands XMicronesiaXXXXX
Nauru
New Caledonia XNiue X
Northern Mariana ls.
PalauXXXX
Papua New Guinea X X X
Pitcairn lslands
Solomonlslands X X X
Tokelau
Tonga X X
TuvaluVanuatu X X
Wallis and Futuna XWestemSamoa X X X
X
X
X
X
XX
X
X
X
' This table summarisss information obtained from the literature search and responses from regional fisheries and @nservation
departments. Specific references can be found in the lext.
l1re illegal and clandestine nature of moder:n de.
gtructive fishing practices c0mplicate a research
project of this type. One of the principal reaaona
that little research has been done negarding many
of these practices and their effects in the region is
that itis very diffrcult to find people who are willing
to talk about practices they know are illegal. As a
result, even fisheriee and consertration persorurel
may not know the true extent and nature of the
destnrctive fishing practices they are supposed to
rcgulate. The responses from thmughout the region
to our queries revealed a wide range of interpret-
ations of what conetitutes a "destructive" fishing
practice. They included use ofe:rplosives, plant and
animal poisons, especidly efective t5pes of nets,
spearfishing at nigbt with scuba gear, or otherprac-
tices that caused the localised depletion of some
species. Interestingly, although almost every ne.
spondent noted some forrn of destructive fishing in
their jurisdiction, only two reported any related
studiee (in Vanuatu a resoulrc,e strn'ey mentioned
the issue and in New Caledonia researchers tested
water from b€che-de-mer processing for its effects
on freh).
One exception to this general lack of information,
from outside the region, is the outcry and strong
public information network that has emerged over
the use of sodium cyanide and dynamite in the
Philippines. These destructive fishing methods
have been used so extensively that many of the once
productive fishing grounds, including many coral
reefs, are completely ravaged.
Such extreme c,ases of destruction are useful as
examplee of the devastating possibilities inherent
in many of theee fishing practices. Since Asian (or
African or Latin American) models are not com-
pletely representative of situations in the Pacific,
especidly in regard to socid and economic factors,
local examples ar€ used in the following discussion
whenever possible.
2.1 Explosives
Unfortunately, although dynamite or blast {ishing
is illegal almost everywhere in the regro& it is a
very common means of catching frsh. It has been
used in American Samoa (Craig, pers. comm. 1995 ),
Chuuk Lagoon (Johannes L976; Cornelius, pers.
oomm. 1994), F{i (see Annexe 1; and Zann 1994),
Marshall Islands (SPREP 1992), Micmnesia
(SPREP 1992), Palau (Johannes 1975), Papua
New Guinea (Anon. 1986; Raga, pers. courm. 1995),
Vanuatu (David 1994), andWesternSamoa (SPREP
1992). Accordirrg to a swvey conducted by SPREP
(1988), dynamite is ueed also in Pohnpei's outer
atolls and Tbnga's outer islands. Other areas wher€
dynamite use has been documented are Indonesia(Yap & Gomez 1985), Kenya (Saimolys 1988),
Malaysia (Johannes 1975;Yap & Gomez 1985), the
Philippines (Galvez & Sadona 1988; Rubec 1988),
Sierra Leone (Vakily 1993), and Thailand (Yap &
Gomez 1985).
Most e:rplosives are used in shallow water near
reefs ornearthe water'e surface (Rubec 1988). Blast
fishing began in earnest in the Pacific islands with
the explosives made available by World War tr. In
Palau, for instance, during the waq, Japanese troops
gave fishermen hand grenadee and other orplosives
to use while fishing (Nawhton 1985). Ttrere are
several reports from around this time (1940s and
early 1950s) in Pacifir Island,s Montltly about dy-
namite frshing in Fiji, New Caledonia and Western
Samoa. Dynamite is now obtained in several Pacific
ieland countries through various means. In F{ji, it
is sold dandestinely after it hae been taken from
mining operations. In American Samoa, fishers
have obtained small explosives from commercial
purse seine operations (Craig, pers. comm. 1995).
Construction sites, public works departments, and
unexploded World War II materials continue to
provide supplies of dynamite (SPREP 1988). Sev-
eral fishere in Papua New Guinea have lost their
lives while attempting to take explosives fmm old
abandoned warbombe (Raga, pers. comm. 1995). In
American Samoa (Craig, penl. comm. 1995), Papua
New Guinea (Anon 1986), and Vanuatu (David
1994), at least, the use of dynamite may be declin-
ing, partly due to a lack of supplies. Howeve4 the
Consen'ation Division in Papua New Guinea noted
that dynamite use may be increasing around urban
areas as the demand for fish increases (Raga, pers.
comm. 1995).
2.2 Modern poisons
Modern poisons kill or physically maim their
aquatic targets. In addition, they can be very harm-
fuI to the environment, to the people who use the
methods, or even to those who eat the poisoned fish.
It appears that the shift from natural to man-made
poisors was easy. In Palau, for instance, the same
term is used for both types of poisons (Johannes
1981). It is not known if the use of modern poisons
is more commoninplaces where traditional poisons
were commonly used; in some areas such as
Solomon Islands and Papua New Guinea, modern
poisons do not appear to be as much of a pmblem,
despite the fact that there is a history of use of
plant poisons (Diake, pers. comm. 1994; Raga,
pers. comm. 1995).
There may be a trend towards a greater use of the
more potent, and often readily available, modern
chemicals as traditional plant and animal poisons
are seen as less effective (Cornelius, pers. comm.
1994). Regardless, these poisons are only used
when there is access to them. In Fiji, for instance,
cyanide-soaked rags that are discariled from the
gold-mine nearVatukoula ar,e smuggled away fmm
the site for use in fishing. Fertilisers and pesticides
can be obtained ftom sugar cane farms or fmm local
garden suppliers. Lime was obtained by people fmm
nearby quarries. Bleach is readily available in most
supennarkets. Once these compounds are obtained,
they are used much like traditional poisons. Ttrey
are sprinkled inthe water, or squirted into crevices
in the corals and rocks. The stunned or dead fish are
then easily collected.
Bleach
Chlorine bleach stuns fish and has been used in
American Samoa (Craig, pers. comm. 1995), the
Bahamas (Campbell 1977),in Fiji forthe capture of
freshwater prawns (V'eitayaki, pers. obs.), Guam
(Lujan" pers. cornm. 1995), Hawaii (Johannes 1975),
and Tonga GTNESCAP 1990). Bleach was also
identified in a brief survey as one of the most
commonlyused poisons (second only toDe'llis roots)
in the Pacific (SPREP f988). Johannes (1975) ob-
served the effects of bleach fishing in a cave in
Hawaii:
It contained dense schoole of 3 species of fishes,
populations of palinurid and homarid lobsters, and
a rie,h, colorful encrusting fauna of sponges and
tunicates. After the cave was exposed to bleach
almoet no visible macrofauna remained. Recolon-
ization was far from complete a year later.
Unfortunately, Johannes does not describe in more
detail what the fishers captured when they used the
bleach, (For example: were frsh and lobsters equally
sensitive to the effects of the bleach? How much
bleach was used? How often was the bleach used?
What specific physical effects did the bleach have
on the various organisms in the cave?) This is,
however, a good illustration ofhow the use ofone
poison can alter an entire marine community.
Sodium cyanide
The use of sodium cyanide to poison fish, both for
the live aquarium fish trade and for the capture of
food frsb" has seriously damaged reef systerns in the
Philippines and Indonesia (Pajaro 1994). Pajam
(1994) noted that it was second only to the use of
dynamite in its destmctiveness to a coral reef.
Cyanide is currently used in the Philippines to
collect aquarium fish and in Fiji to catch food fish.
It has been reported to have been used by some
fishers near Palau and Indonesia collecting fish for
HongKong's live groupertrade (Rubec, pers. comm.
1994). However, government persorurel in Palau
have found no evidence for its currrcnt use in the
grouperfisherJ (Graham, pBE.comm. 1995). Many
of the studies on sodium cyanide fishingwere done
in the Philippines, especially through the efforts of
the International Marinelife Alliance, anNGO that
initiated a public education and retraining cam-
paign to stop the use of cyanide for the collection of
reef fish for the aquarium market. Use of godium
cyanide to catch fish is illegal in most countries in
the region
Peeticidee / Fertiliserg
Various fertilisers and pesticides have been ueed
successfully to stun or kill fish, often with disas-
trous results. Temephos was reported to have been
used to catch fish in Solomon Islands, paraquat in
Western Samoa, and permethrin in Apia's reservoir
to catch freehwater prau'ns (Watts 1993). BHC
(gamma 
- 
HCH, Lindane), a persistent organo.
chlorin that has been banned in some countries,
may be used at times in Fiji to catch fish flilatts
1993), and a timber treatment chemical was used
in Papua New Guinea for fishing (Mowbray 1.988).
Fertilisers and pesticides, such as paragnat and
ammonium sulfate frcm sugar cane farrns, are also
used occaeionally on Fiji's west and north coasts to
catch fish. In Kosrae, an unspecified agricultural
chemical was used in a stream to catch eels. This
killed not only the eels; a few days after the appli-
cation, the stream was filled with dead eels and fish
(Cornelius, pers. comm. 1994).
Other compounds
In New Caledonia, copper sulfate is squirted into
the coral crevices where octopus hide. The copper
sulfate irritates the octopus's eyes, forcing it to flee
from its hole. It is then very easy to capture. Unfor-
tunately, the copper sulfate remains in the corals,
making the area inhospitable for another octopus
(Farman, pers. comm. 1995).
2.3 Physically destructive practiccs
Fieh drives
A traditional fish drive is a communal activity
generally used only when a large amount of fish is
needed by a commuoity (fo" example, for funerals
or other events). In Fiji, a fish drive (yavi rau) will
involve at least a whole village. Plant and animal
poisorrs are often used during frsh drives. Veitayaki
(1990) ilescribed a fish drive that was held in order
to catch tikawa, a small reef fish. The drive began
in deep water at the edge ofthe reefand proceeded
towards the ihore where a leafsweep was held. The
villagers used long sticks and boat anchors to pound
the water and corals as they moved towards the
barrier of the leafsweep. The leafsweep was en-
circled about the fish enclosing them. Before the
startled fish were able to escape, a net was used to
scoop them into awaiting punts. This whole pmoess
may be repeated until as many ofthe fish as possible
are collected.
In New Cdedonia, some people use sticks to scarc
rabbitfish into nets. In addition to the destnrctive
action taken to scare the fish, both large and small
individuals are collected (Farmaq pers. comm.
1995).
The following two methods used in the Philip-
pines are included as a warning to Pacifrc island
countries.
A more .o--"laialised fish drive was introduced
into the Philippines by Okinawan fishermen in the
1930s. Muro-ami is si.milar to a traditional frsh
drive in many respects. However, it is a great deal
more destructive because of the scale on which it is
used. At deptbs of 13 to 30 metres, a large bagnet,
held openbythe current, is setwithtwo detachable
winge on either side (100 m long). Tlvo to three
hundred boys work aB "swimmers" to chase the fish
into the net. These boys each hold a scareline, a rope
with plastic strips tied to it with a stone weight tied
to the end. The boys bounce the scarelines up and
down on the corals in orderto scar€ the frsh into the
net. In 1982, two companies employed about 7000
people to use this method. A study found that,
simply by changing the shape of the weight on the
end of the scareline, reef damage could be reduced
by 50 per cent (Corpuz et al. 1985).
IGyakas is another fish driving method used in the
Philippines. Gmups of fishers smash corals with
sticks to chase fish into awaiting nets. This method
is often used in coqiunction with mum-ami and
dynamite frshing to "squeeze" fish from already
overfished reefs (McManus & Arida 1993).
Manuafbreakage
Small-scale collecting activities that result in the
overturning, breaking, or nearrangement of corals
also have a local damaging impact. Reef gleaning or
other activities that involve large numbers of people
walking around on the reefs at low tide, in limited
aneas can lead to similar damage. In American
Samoa this is a problem in areas where people
search for fish and octopuses at low tide (Craig,
pe$r. cornm. 1995). Some women in Niue collect
clams and polychaete worms by smashing open
their burmws with iron bars (SPC 1993). In Papua
New Guinea, coral heads and boulders are moved
to collect frsh, echinoids, and other invertebrates
(Anon. 1986). Axes, hammers and other metal ob-
jects are used to break corals in some areas in
Vanuatu (Bani, pers. comm. 1995). In Palau, one of
the authors obsewed women breaking rocks and
coral heads to remove the giant clam Tlidacna
cnocea. And in Tonga, women and children use bush
knives, crow bars, iron poles orhammers when they
are reef gleaning. They overturn mcks and corals
without replacing them, so the smaller encrusting
organisms are exposed. Octopuses that once were
caught with lures or by hand ane now often broken
out of their nests. Men deliberately break coral
while collecting giant clams (Chesher 1995).
2.4 Tradltional poisons
Information about the use of plant and animal
poisons (that is, traditional or "natural" com-
pounds) comes from a variety of sourrces. Ethno-
graphical and botanical studies of different Pacifrc
island societies that e:ramine frshing practicee
generally include descriptions ofthe uses ofplant
poisons to catch frsh (I\reting 1940; Neal 1948).
Some papers specifically addressed plants used to
poison fish (Buck 1928; Gatty 1947; Gold 1955; and
Hornell 194f), In the 1940s and 1950s, several
anecdotal pieces were written about the uee of
plants and animals to poison frsh (Barrau 1955;
Frey 1961). In additioq at least one fairly wide-
rangrng analysis was done at tbat time on the
poisons found in sea cucumbers (Yamanouchi 1955).
Eldredge's 1987 review of fish poisoning methods
includes descriptions of both traditional and com-
mercial poisons and discusses the known effects of
many of the compounds used.
Plants
Poisons from plants are used in tropical areas
worldwide to catch fish and poison animals. On
most islands in the Pacific, using plant poisons was
a traditional form of fishing (Table 2.2).
The following examples illustrate how some of these
plants were used in Fiji. This list is based on infor-
mation collected about frshing methods that were
inuse in 1940. Some of thesemethods (forexample,
use of Derrds) are still practised in many areas in
Fiji, although their use in certain areas may be
declining (Veitayaki 1990).
(1) eumdaki, tuva, or duva: men or women
splash bundles of pounded duva stems (Denis
trifoliata.and, D. malaccensis) in the water near
coral heads. Alternatively, grls place bundles of
beaten Denis bark in holes in the coral. The
stunned fish rise to the surface where they are
easily picked up or speared. These methods
were documented in Kabara and Fulaga, Lau
(Ttreting 1940; Hornell 1940), but were also
widespread thmughout the islands.
tuva ni nikini: On Kabara, people used the
powdered root of New Guinea tuva to catch
fish. People dive near the reef to chase fish into
holes. Women then dive and squeeze handfuls
of powder nearby. The fish float to the surface
in about 15 minutes. New Guinea tuva appears
to be quite potent, as "most fish caught this way
die after about 5 minutes of pla/ (Tireting
1940).
tuva kalou: Abasket of steamed fnlit (Neuber-
gia collim) is placed in water in the bottom of
a boat so the juice mixes with the water. A few
cups of this liquid are poured around a "rockn in
the water. The drugged fish float to the surface
Q)
(3)
Table 2.2 Plants used as flsh polsons ln tha Paclfle lslands reglon
Sdentmc name Parto used D,eecrlptlon, Not€s Areas ueed
Baringtonia asiatica seed Tree; active compound is saponin. American Samoa, Flji,
B. spxiosa Fuluna, French Polynesia,
Guam, Vanuatu
Cerbera manghas seed Tree. The seeds of a related species New Caledonia
(C. tanghinl, native to east Africa and
Madagascar, were used for a deadly anow
poison (Neal 1948). Cerberine is he active
ingredient.
Colubrina asiatia Shrub (Gatty 1947) Hawaii
CurcurbiE maxima (Gatty 1947) Hawaii
Denis elliptica root, bark, High-cllmbing woody liana. Rmts contain American Samoa,
D. ferruginea stems rotenoids, the most potent ol which are Gook lslands, Fiji, Guam,
D. malaaensis rotenone and tephrosin. D. ellipticaislhe Kosrae, New Galedonia,
D. tifoliata (uliginosa) species most often cultivated and was Tahiti, Tonga, Papua New
introduced (to Fijilrom lUalaya) and exported Guinea, Palau, Vanuatu,
from Asia and the Paciflc for rotenone Western Samoa
production.
Diospyros ebenaster green lruit Persimmon Niue
D. samoensls
Entada scandens Cooked before use (Gatty 1947; Barrau 1955) New Caledonia
Euphobia cotinitolia stems, Fiji, New Caledonia
E. kanalensis leaves
E. tannensis
Excoearia bicolor sap Picara;contains glucosides (cerberinelike) New Caledonia
E. agallocha
Neubergia collina fruit Steamed fruit is mixed wih water ffueting 1940; Fiji
Veitayaki1990).
Pittosporum atborescens lruit Cooked first (Banau 1955) Fiji, Tonga
Plumeia (Gatty 1947) Hawaii
Rhynchosia minima all but roots Marquesas, Austral lslands
Sapindus saponaria lruits Endemic to Marquesas; contains saponin Marquesas
Tephrosia pisatoria leaves Perennial herb Cook lslands, Hawaii, Fiji,(purpurea) Tahiti, Moorea
Wikstroemia sp. roots, bark, Pounded, placed in porous oontainer, and sunk Hawaiileaves in saltwaterpools (Gatty 1947;Neal 1948)
(4)
where they are caught or speared. This method
wae used in Namuka, Lau (Theting 1940).
tuvatu: Ashort leaf rope is placed around rocks
or coral at high tide, the trapped frsh are
poisoned with plant extracts when the tide
falls and then collected. This method was used
in Moce, Lau (T\reting 1940).
eoto : Leaves or bark of.g up horbia tannensis arr-
cnrshed and placed in coral holes at low tide at
night in calm water (Tbeting 1940).
Thmugbout the Pacific, Denis is one of the most
co--only used plant poisons (SPREP 1988). The
Japanese imp ofied, Denis ellipticainto Palau, since
it is strorger than the indigenow D. trifoliata (Je
hannes 1981: 12n). D. elliptiu was raised commer-
cially for the manufacture of insecticides. Derris
trifoliata was probably intrcduced into the Cook
Islands from New Guinea by Anglican miseion-
aries and then by migrating fisheranen into Tahiti(P6taril 1986). In Kosrae, Derris ie stiU used to
catch fish. Fish as small ae a half inch are killed
(5)
(Cornelius, pers. comm. 1994). The active ingledi-
ent of Derris, rotenone, is still used as a pesticide
and as a frsheries management tool to kill un-
wanted fish species (Frey 1951; Leonard 1939;
Gutreute4 pers. comm. 1994; Rimmer, pers. comm.
1994).
The leaves, fnrits, seeds, or bark of other plants
have also beenused to collect freh. This form of frsh
collection is still pracbised in American Samoa(Craig, pers. comm. 1995), Fiii (VeitayaH 1990),
Futuna (Galzin & Mauge 1981), Guam (L{an, pers.
somm. 1995), Kosrae (Cornelius, p€E.comm. 1994),
Marquesas (P6tard 1986), Northern Mariana
Islands (Johannes 1975), Palau (Johannes 1975),
Papua New Guinea (Raga, per:s. comm. 1995),
Pohnpei (Johannes 1975), Solomon Islands (Diake,
pers. oomm. 1994), Tahiti (P6tard 1986), Vanuatu
(David 1994), and Western Samoa (Johannes 1975).
Sea cucumber (Holothurio atro)
Some gea cucumbers also contain compounds that
can stun frsh. Frey (1951) described a scene he
witnessed in Guam wherc men cut open the "com-
mon black Eea cucumber' (probably Holothuria
atra) and. squeezed the guts of the animal into
crevices in a pool in the coral. Fish soon floated to
the surface "exhibiting much the same type of be-
baviour as in mtenone poisoning" (Frey 1951). The
fish were immobilised, but not killed. They were
then very easy to spear and collect. Frey also noted
the use of eea cucumbers to poison fish in the
Marshall Islands.
In Fiji, soaolo, soli, or loloni is a sea sucumber
(Holnthurio atra) t}l,at was used in Namuka, Lau
to poison fish (T\reting 1940). In Qoma, people still
commonly use this sea cucumber to stun fish
(Veitayaki 1990). Johannes (1981) also noted that
poisons from sea cucumbers were used for fishing
in Palau.
2.5 Other destructive practices
Some fishing methods take advantage of species at
times whenthey are vulnerable, such as during the
juvenile stage or at night when they are sleeping.
Other methods make it easier for collectors to over-
hawest species, especially the easily collected
sedentary invertebrates, These methods canbe par-
ticularly damaging to fish stocks if used continually
or to catch large numbers of fi sh, thereby fi shing out
an area. As a result, they canbe overly ellicient and
hence devastating to the species. These methods
indude the use of sctrba gear while spearfishing at
night, small meshnets, putse seining, and hookah.r
Other activities, especially the overhanest of reef
building corals, modifr the habitat so that the
marine species become misplaced.
Ihe use ofbreathing apparatuses (such as hookah
gear and scuba) while collecting invertebratee or
while spearfishing has been banned in a few coun-
tries in the regiorl but the practice continues. Tlre
use of scuba while fi"hitg is a problem in New
Caledonia (Farman, pers. comm. 1995). In Fiji, the
use ofunderwaterbreathing gear for the harvest of
sedentary resourcee has been blamed for their rapid
depletion. In the early 1990s, Eome people in Fiji's
outer ielands reeolted to the use of scuba gear close
to the end of the boom period of harvesting of
bdchede-mer, trochus and giant clams (Veitayaki,
pers. obs.). There is, however, no written evidence
about the use ofthe gear. The fact that hookah gear
is still in use in F[ji to collect b€che-de-mer is
evidenced byanincrease ofhookah divere who have
been treated in the Fiji Recompression Chamber
Facility eince 1991. (Manueli, perc. oomm. 1995). In
Tbnga, giant clams were overhanested, inpart due
to the use ofhookah and scuba gear(Chesher 1995).
Several countries in the region reported that some
nets are destructive to local stocks of fish. In Kiri-
bati, some fishers, including those working for the
local tuna company, use a bouki-ami net to catch
bait fish This net is used with fluorescent lights to
concentrate schools ofbait fish. The use ofthis very
efficient net over the years has led to declines in
stocks of rainbow sardine (Dussumicrid ip.) and
goldspot herring (Herklotsichthys quadrimacu-
Iatus) (Tioti, penr. comm. 1995). Also in Kiribati,
bone fish (Nbulo uulpes) are chased into gill nets
with imn bars (Tioti, pers. comm. 1995). The Kiri-
bati Fisheries Division reports that this is particu-
Iarly damaging to the stocks of bone fish ancund
SouthTarawa because ofits effectiveness. Stocks of
mullet have declined in Tbnga, partly because ofthe
use of chicken-wire fish fences and net fishing in
shallow areas (Matoto, pers. comm. 1995). In
Tuvalu, the use of gill nets has decimated the stocks
of Selar crurnenphthalmus (Saloa, pers, comm.
1994).
Overharveet ofcorel
The harvest of corals for a variety of purposes
appears to be a growing industry in some areas of
the Pacific. Precious corals (that is, black and red
corals that are used injewellery-making and sculp-
ture) are collected in large amounts from deep
waters near the Philippines (Carleton & Philipson
1989). Black coral is processed on a small scale
in Hawaii, Papua New Guinea, Fiji and Tonga.
More serious is the growing hanrest of ornamental
1 A hookah apparatus allows divers to stay under-
water for a long time. The divers breathe through
hoses attached to an air compressor that is on a boat
at the surface.
corats.2 In F[ji, two businesses have been issued
permits to hanrest and export large amounts of
ornamental corale (one company removes appmxi-
mately a tonne per week). The corale are used to
make artificial bones and eyebdls, table lamps, and
ornaments (Ryan 1994). From 1985 to 1988, more
than 250,000 pieces of 56 speciee of corals wer€
erported fmm Fiji for the ornamental coral trade.
Collectors have been "advised to move their oper-
ations to fringrng reefs and inner lagoon reefs,
rather than iruhore reefs, as the latter are affected
by freshwater runof and are likely to be slow to
regeneraten (Bicharde et al. 1994).
Corals are also hanested for building material,
road corrstruction, and/or betelnut lime production
in Federated States of Micronesia, F$i, Palau,
Papua New Guinea, and throughout Asia.
Live corals are harvested and e:rported for the aqua-
rium market in the United States and elsewher€.
2 Ornamental corals, the mqjor component of coral
reefs, are abundant in shallow watet€, whereas the
semiprecious black corals and the precious red and
pink corals are deep-water species.
In 1991, appmximately 260,000 pieces of live coral
were imported into the US done for this market
(Norse 1993). Overharvest of corals is a pmblem in
the South China Sea (Anon. 1986) and inthe Phil-
ippines (Rubec 1988).InPdau, 1200 pieces of live
hard corals, 40M00 lb of "live mck" and 8000
pieces ofsoft corals were exported for aquarium use
in 1994. Thie trade has since beenbarrred as there
was a ooncern that the trade could be damaging to
Palau's unique marine envirorunent (Graham, p€F.
comm. 1995). E:rporters in Vanuatu send corals to
New Zealand, Japan and the United States. In
1992, more tban 800 pieces were sent out with
shipments of aquarium fislL It is often difrcult to
asseBs exactly how much coral is leaving Vanuatu
because e:rportere usually describe the shipments
of cord as "rrck" (Bell & Amos 1993). While no
country in the region reports the overhawest of
corals to date, care should be taken to monitor this
frshery before such a stage is reached.
3. Environmental Effects of
Destructive Fishing Methods
Ttrere is general agreement among figheries and
nesounc€ managers that the practices discussed in
this report are destructive. Blasting and the use of
poisora to catch fish, together with pollution and
siltation, have been called the mqior causes of reef
degradation inthe Paeifrc (Dahl & Baumgart 1982).
However, it is very diffrcult to find hard evidence of
the damage they do. Very few studies have specifi-
cally addressed the environmental impacts of de-
structive fishing methods. In fact, few etudies can
be found on the effecte of the compounds used in
these practices. However, studies on the effects of
other events that are devastating to coral reef
environments (that is, storms, crown-of-thorns
starfish and bleaching) provide some clues to the
ways neefs respond to damage. Obviously, when a
fisher throws dynamite into the water, there will be
an ef;fect on whatever gets in its way. If the dy-
namite is thrown near a reef, not orrly are the frsh
killed, the cord and other associated organisms
maybe damaged as well.If cyanide is used to catch
aquarium frsh or if bleach is used to catch food fish,
the immediate environmental effect is on the target
species. However, since many species coexist in
tropical reef and mangrove arras, other effects to
non-target species can be expected, The environ-
ment itself may be altered by the use of these
methods. Physical harm to the fisher may result
from the use of explosives or some of the poisons.
Some consumers may be sensitive to some of these
compounds if they persist in the tissues of the frsh
or shellfish, causing alleqgic reactions. Finally, most
destructive frshing methods are indiscriminate
rather than selective in their targets. As a result,
their use can lead to over{ishing ofstocks.
3.1 Explosives
Explosives cause physical damage to nearbyfish. If
a fish has an air bladder, the bladder is almost
always mptured and filled with blood. T'he ver-
tebral column may be fractured and localised haem-
orrhages can be found both inside and out (Jo-
hannes 1975; Paxton & Lewis 1988). This applies
both to those species that the fishers are able to
collect beeause they float to the surface after a blast,
as well as to those that sink to the bottom with
nrptured air bladders.
Errplosives used near reefs devastate nearby coral
heads. Marine ofhcers in Papua New Guinea made
the following obeervations in areas where explo-
sives had gone offalong reef flats and slopes: "Coral
heads were tipped over, branching, foliose and soft
corals were reduced to fragments, and all sizes of
fish wer€ killed'. Howeve4 at other reefs where
dynamite was reported to have been used, there
was no visible damage to the corals (Raga, pers.
comm. 1995). It is not known if other organisms are
severely affected, or if there are long-tenn effects
when explosives ar€ used in open water areas.
There is some evidence that predators of all stages
of the crown-of-thorns starlish (Acantlwster planci)
may be elinrinated by blasts of explosives, creating
an environment particularly suited to uncontrolled
outbreaks of this deetructive organism (Owens
1971). Demersal plankton production has been
shown to decrease, diminishing the supply of food
to the frsh that could recolonise a blasted area.
Alcala and Gomez (198D predict that it could take
38 years for a reefto recover 50 per cent ofits coral
cover aft,er it has been blasted, Reef recovery will be
diecussed in more detail in Section 3.4.
Fishers who use e:rplosives ofben sulfer physical 
.
harm. All of the men intenriewed in Fiii were hurt
by the explosives they use to catch fish: one man
lost a finger, one lost his lower arm, and another
man was blind. The dangers are well known to such
men, but they are wiling to take the risks in order
to catch large amounts of fish relatively easily.
3.2 Modern poisons
Modern poisons can have serious and long-lasting
effects in the marine environment. Many of the
compounds can persist in the environment long
after the fishers have gone away. There is the possi-
bility that they can persist in the tissues of the
catch, making the fish or shellfish unsuitable for
consumption by sensitive people, causing allergic
reactions. However, although the team heard this
was a possibility, no evidence could be found.
Sodium cyanide affects the internal organs of fish.
The effects on invertebrate organisms appear to be
variable, some species are highly susceptible while
others are relatively resistant to acute damaging
effects (Eldredge 1987). Cyanide also has a "bleach-
ingl effect on coral (presumably, this mearu the
coral polyps that are dosed with cyanide are killed,
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leaving the coral skeleton bare in those places)
(Golden 1991). Repeated doses of cyanide may kill
coral polyps, but there is no conclusive evidence
(Rubec 1986).
T'he effects of using cblorine bleach in the marine
envimnment are not well studied. Many studies
have been done on the effects ofcblorine in fresh-
water environments because of concern over the
effects of chlorine-containing efiluent fmm pulp and
paper mills. While most of the research focuses on
the effects of bleach on freshwater fish species, one
study was done at the University of Guam docu-
menting the effects of chlorine bleach on some tropi-
cal marine phytoplankton and larvae of an urchin
and a mollusc (opisthobranch) (Best et al. 1981).
The phytoplankton wene mone sensitive to lower
concentrations of chlorine bleach than were the
urchin and mollusc lanrae, respectively. Howeveq,
higher tcmperatures (33'C) increased the toxicity
of the bleach.
In an analysis of bleach fishing in the Bahamas,
Campbell (1977) summarised the long-term effects:
fish are lost from the community; populations of
crustaceans, annelids, and molluscs ane greatly re-
duced; urrchins increase in number to feed on the
new algal gmwths in areas on the coral heads that
were affected by the bleach.
Studies on pesticides have shown a variety of re-
sponses in aquatic species.S For instance, in a rc-
view of the effects of pesticides, Eisler (1972) listed
the following as some of the research findings of the
mid to late 1960s:
. . . concentrations which are not sufficient to control
many species of salt-marsh mosquitoes, neverthe-
less can inhibit the productivity of phytoplankton
populations; kill or immobilise crustaceans, frehes,
and molluscs; kill eggs and lanrae of bivalve mol-
luscs; induce deleterious changes in tiesue compo-
sition ofmolluscs and t€leoste; disrupt the sdrooling
and feeding behaviour of fishes; and interfere with
ovary development in molluscs and teleosts. (See
Eisler for the referencee to these studies.)
Studies ofthe toxicity ofthe pesticides reported to
have beenused to collectfish inthe region show that
gamma BHC is a persistent chemical, and its re-
peated use could be detrimental to both the envircn-
ment and wildlife; paraquat is lethal if swallowed
in suffrcient amounts (Firman 1981). However,
there ie no information on whether fish collected
with paraquat (or with any other pesticides) are
tainted enough to cause harm to consumers.
3 Note that many of these studiee focue on long-term
exposures fr om agricultu raltrunoff or other sources,
and not to the highly Iocalised and infrequent doses
that result fmm fishing practicee.
In addition, many pesticides have been shown to
have sublethal effects on frsh. These include alter-
ations in behaviou4 feeding habits and reproduc-
tive success, and morphological changes, making
them more susceptible to predation (Murty 1984).
Often, aquatic invertebrates are more sensitive to
the effects of pesticides than are fish (Murty 1984).
Changes can occur to community stmcture over the
long term due to the use of pesticides. Murty cites
a report by Swingle (1954):
. . . aquatic envimnments may appear to have re-
covered from the effects of pollutants, especially if
judged by the physicochemical conditions, and such
environments may support a good standing crcp of
fish, but the actual population analysis often shows
a reduction in desirable and harvegtable species
and an increase in ttre number of species that can-
not be exploited (Murty 1984, p.85).
3.3 Traditional poisons
Compounds fmm plants and animals used as frsh
poisons usually act by stunning rather than killing
fish. However, if used in large amounts, they too can
kill. Rotenone is the most active compound in
Derris, the most commonly used plant poison Rote.
none narcotises frsh, but appears not to hann
invertebrates. However, Eldredge (1987) could find
no studies of the effects of rotenone on corals or
associated organisms. Rotenone has been widely
used inthe United States since the 1930s to remove
"undesirable frsh populations" from lakes and
streams (Leonard 1939). It is still used in the US
(Gutreuter, pers. comm. 1995) and in Australia
(Rimmer, pers. comm. 1995) to contml unwanted
and competitive species, such as tilapia, in ponds.
Most of the rotenone that is used in the US today
is made from South American Cube that ie then
synergised to increase its potency (Gutreuter,
peni. comm. 1995). Experiments on freshwater frsh
species showed that Derris itself (not the more
powerful commercial variety of mtenone) was lethal
to certain species (Leonard f939). Johannes (1981)
noted that young fishermen in Palau used to be
taught not to place Denis bundles under coral
heads because too much of the poison in an anea
would kill coral.
Rotenone kills fish by disrupting the exchange of
orrygen (Eldredge 1987). Its effectiveness declines
with exposure to sunlight (Gutreuter, pers. comm.
1995), so it does not persist for very long in the
environment.
Other plants (such as Baningtonic) contain sap
onins that paralyse the gills of fish. Eldredge
(1987) mentions only one study of the effects of this
plant on fish. All guppies that were treated with
juice fmm the ripe fruits were killed in thie experi-
ment (Eldridge 1987).
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Sea cucumbers also contain saponin-like com-
pounds.Although Holothuria atra was the species
widely used by Pacific islanders to stun fish, Yaman-
ouchi was able to extract a saponin-like compound
from all but three of the 27 tested sea cucumbers.
Marine fish died when e:rposed to this compound(cdted holothurin) in concentrations of 1:250,000.
Selected marine cnrstaceans and a gastropod
showed no reactiorg while sea anemones contracted
in response (Yamanouchi 1955).
Perhaps the most serious problem associated with
the use of plant or animal poisons is their non-
selectivity The poisons make it very easy to collect
rnany species, in many different stages of life
simultaneously. For instance, in Futuna, women
use futu, a toxin obtained from Baningtonia
speciosa seede, to collect fish. Galzin and Mauge(f98f) poisoned fish in three sites with thie com-
pound and found that 40 species belonging to 20
families of fishwere affected. More than 50 per cent
of these fish were juveniles. They concluded that the
method could "endanger the balance of the ichthy-
ological fauna of [the] island'. The frsh community
is attacked in a way from which it cannot easily
neoover. When all age classes of a population are
removed fmm an area, depletion of the stocks can
easily result. There are no young fish left to replace
the frsh caught by fishermen and womerr
If used in a controlled manner, these compounds are
probably not extrcmely harmful to the environ-
ment. The active compounds tend to break down
aft,er a few hours, so they become less and less
effective over time (l,eonard 1939). If used in large
amounts, repeatedly in the same anea, or indis-
criminately, however, they could contribute to the
over-exploitation of fish and shellfi sh resources.
3.4 Additional consequences
Finally, undesirable situations can result from the
use of any of the methods mentioned above.
Increased incidences ofciguatera, habitat loss and
overfishing can occur when the marine environ-
ment is subjected to stresses, particularly the rela-
tively mqjor stresses inherent in some of these
destmctive fishing practices. Oft,en, areas are hit by
several of these practices at once. Combined with
the increasing threats from sedimentation and pol-
lutiort and fmm the damage caused by storms,
crown-of-thorns starfish and bleaching events, the
effects can be severe.
Increased incidence of ciguatera
One possible effect of environmental disturbances,
including those caused by destructive fishing, is the
increased incidence of ciguatera, a form of ichthyo.
sarcotoxism (poisoning by the flesh of fiehes). The
probable cau6e of ciguatera is a toxin from the
dinofl agellate Gambierdiscus tnticus. There is some
evidence connecting the incidence of ciguatera to
disturbances in the coral reefenvironment such as
dredging blasting to create charunels, and sewage
outfalls (Bagnis 1973;Bagnis et al. 1988;and I(aly
& Jones 1994). In addition, Tebano (1991a) noted
that ciguatera poisoning was unknown in Naum
until a boat channel had been made by blasting
throughthe coral reef. Outbreaks ofciguatera inthe
Marshall Islands and Thvalu also have been associ-
ated with mqjor d.isturbances to the reef (Tbbano
1991b, 1991c). "It is believed that new faces created
by damaged coral reef provide new habitat for algae
and seagrass which in turn provide more habitat for
G. toxicus" (Tbbano & Lewis 1991, p.4). Much more
rigorous research needs to be done before a defrnite
link can be made between ciguatera and reef dis-
turtance, since often there is no such outbreak of
ciguatera afr.er a disturbance. Some circumstances
seem to favour outbreaks ofciguatera, while others
do not. It is not known why outbreaks will occur in
soine places where there is a disturbance to the reef,
and do not occur in other areas where there are
similar disturbances. To complicate the situation
further, the causative factor has never been defrni-
tively identified. Most researehers are careful to call
G. toxicus a "probable cause".
Ifindeed reefdisturbance and poisonous fish occur-
rrences are linked, then frshing in ways that destroy
or damage coral, such as using dynamite, draggrng
nets that snag on coral colonies, or pounding on
fragile branching corals as part of a fish drive, could
increase the incidence of poisoning. There are, how-
ever, no conclusive studies to date.
Habitat destruction
In assessing the impacts of destructive fishing prac-
tices on the tropical marine envimnment, it helps
to knowhow serious the damage to coral reefs is and
how long the environment will (if left undisturbed)
take to recover. Massive destruction has occumed to
corals and coral reefs through the effects ofstorms,
crown-of-thorns starfish (Acantlwster planti) pr*
dation, and bleaching events. Storms physically
destroy corals, much like explosives, though on a
much larger scale. Crowir-of-thorns predation and
bleaching events cause impacts very similar to the
effects of some of the chemical poisons used for
fishing because these events kill coral pollps, leav-
ing the physical structure relatively intact. The
effects of these phenomena have been much more
extensively analysed than the effects of destructive
fi shing techniques. Hence, they offer valuable clues
to the effects of physically damaging events on coral
reefs.
Storms, especially cyclones and hurricanes, result
in serious, widespread damage to the marine
environment. The cohtinual pounding of reefs by
cyclone-induced wave action, and large amounts
of freshwater run-off due to heavv rains have
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destmyed large areas of reef in the region. For
instance, the reefslopes on three atolls in French
Polynesia were severely damaged by six hurricaneE
in the summer of 1982-1983 (Harmelin-Vivien &
Laboute 1986). The deeper outer reef zones wene
more seriowly affected than the shallower areas
owing to avalanches of bmken coral colonies raining
down from above. "The outer slope was transformed
to a scr€e zone covened with coarse sand and dead
coral rubble." Harmelin-Vivien and Laboute (f986)
speculated that based on their obsenrations and
other estimates, recovery periods of at least 50
years for totally destroyed reefs and from 2 to 10
yean for areas with limited damage were within
reaaon
Acantlnstur plarrci, the emwn-of-thorns starflslL
eats corals, and as a result canbe devastating to the
coral rcef community. Following.a population explo-
sion of this starfish in 1969 on Guam's reefs, Colgan
(1987) found less than one per cent ofthe coral cover
remaining in two of three study sites. However, by
1981, the percentage ofcoral coverhad risen to 65
per cent. In the space of 12 years, the reef had
reached species richness and composition levels at
or greater than those of the pre-starfish days. How-
ever, since Acontlwstzr selectively ate the fast-
growing coral species and not those that form the
ekeletal basis of the reef, the damaged reef still had
its structural integrity on which to glow It is not
known whether poisons have such selectivity.
Bleaching ofcorals is believed to occur for a variety
of reasons, including long stretches of unusually
wann water temperatures, torrential rains or river
discharges that lower nearshore salinities, extreme
low tidal exlx)sunes, and suddentemperature drops
due to upwelling or atmospheric chilling (Glynn
1993). Bleaching kills coral polyls since it results
from the loss ofthe photosynthesising zooxanthel-
Iae on which the polyps depend for nutrients, How
other species are affected by the bleaching ofcorals
is not known. Glynn (1993) estimates that full com-
munity restoration (replacement of 100 to 300 year-
old framework of the reefs) of severely affected reefs
will take several hundred years.
Reef recovery from such massive destructive events
varies. Ttre recovery rates seem to be dependent on
both the extent of the damage as well as the location(Glynn f993). Recovery of the tropical marine
environment after being damaged can be very slow.
If corals are killed, it may take decades before the
reef is once again pmductive.4 While the damage
due to destructive fi shing practices is thanldully not
4 Interestingly, Glynn (1993) notee that a recovery
rate of decadee is considered "rapid" in terms of coral
gtowth rates. In human term8, decadee are a long
time.
on the mqjor sc"le of these global catastmphic
events, any structural damage to the coral reef is
worth concem. Habitat loss will have effects on the
fisheries in the alfected area as fish find other
places to inhabit (IGr:frnan 1983). Loss of much of
the cord reef habitat, aB is happening in the Phil-
ippines, must be avoided for the health and welf,are
of the PacifiCe inshore frsheries. Zann (1994) noted
that coral cover in the south-west Pacifrc islands
has "significantly declined in the past 20 years".
In fact, habitat loss may be more damaging to
fisheries stocke than overfishing (Bubec 1988).
These two problems are very closely interrelated,
and habitat destruction can lead to overfishing, just
as overfishing canlead to habitat destruction. Saila
et al. ( 1993) estimate that it may take as long as 25
yeans for a reef to begin to recover if the present
level of destructive practices is maintained. The
human-induced destructive practices comlrcund
the naturally occuring catastrophic events. Some
e{fects of destructive fishing may actually increase
the impacts of naturally occurring events. For in-
stance, Acanthaster plarui outbreaks may increase
due to the use of explosivee either because their
prey is killed (Owens 1971) or because broken corals
attract predation (Chesher 1986). Chesher (1986)
also postulates that coral broken by collectors may
be susceptible to damaging infection by blue-green
algae (Cyanobacteria). Reefs that are continually
subjected to physical assault are not given the op
portunity to heal themselves when there is a rratu-
ral destructive event.
At present, the impacts of coral harvesting ac-
tivities on the regiort's reefs are not known The
harvest ofcoral, although considered a fishery is in
fact quite different fmm other fisheries. In addition
to being another living marine resounse, corals are
the buildingblocks of reefs. They also pmtect small
islands fiom excessive cyclone damage and stom
surge (Brodie et al. 1990). Coral is the reel and
removal of corals is equivalent to the removal of the
reef habitat. Indiscriminate removal of large
amounts of coral ie comparableto steadily removing
all trces fiom a forest. The critical habitat, once
gone, cian no longer sustain other life in the ecosys-
tem, and the area effectively dies. Large-scale reef
destruction can have serious consequences on the
future pmductivity of the inshore fisheries in the
Pacific islands region. If practised at the current
levels and with the proper regard for consenration
and careful collecting practices, the small-scale
operations will not become destructive. However,
removing too much will cause "at the very least,
local depletions . . . as the number and distribution
of remaining colonies fall below levels needed to
maintain successful recruitment through sexual re-
pmduction' (Carleton & Philipson 1989). In other
wonds, if there are too few corals in an area, the reef
will be unable to sustain the harvest for very long.
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Careful monitoring of this fishery is necessary in
order to avoid large.scale destruction of the regiorr's
neefs.
Overfishing
Overfishing may result from the use of many of
the destructive frshing practices mentioned above
because they tend to be used during times of
scarcity so the fish populations are already low. For
instance, in Fiji, dynamite ie believed to be used to
cstch galda (chub mackerel, Rashzlliger bruchy-
som.a) when it is least abundant and the market
priccs are at their highest. Also, some methods ar€
iruroc'uous enough when used on a small scale, but
when used ext€nsively they become destructive.
Population pressures in the region are incneasing;
this increases the likelihood of overfishing, es-
pecially in populated aneas near towns and cities,
aB wag noted earlier for Papua New Guinea (Raga,
Ilera. cornm. 1995). Pauly(1988) defines Malthusian
overfishing as the problem oftoo many frshers chas-
urg too few fieh. This leads fishers to further dam-
age the stocks by destroying the habitat in order to
scour every last fish from the waters.
3.5 Gonclusion
Sensitive areas such as mangmves, estuaries and
coral reefs may be adversely affected by destructive
fishing practices, especially if these practices are
sustained ctntinuously over a long time in the same
ar.ea. While traditional poisons tend to act by stun-
ning fish and othenvise making them easier to
catch, modern chemicale and explosives act by
killilg the target species or by affecting them so
severely that they do not recover. A shift from the
use of traditional plant and animal poisoru to the
widespread use of chemicals and explosives cpuld
have a serious impact on the marine and fresh-
waterenvironments of the Pacific ielands. The con-
tinued use of such destructive frehing practices in
the Pacific islands regroq especidly as population
gnows, could lead to a situation similar to that in
the Philippines, where these destructive practices
have caused massive devastation to local cord reef
communitiee and fishing grcunds. Some of these
practices have localised impacts. However, in com-
bination with other assaults on the marine envimn-
ment, especially siltation, pollution, and naturally
occurring destnrctive events, irreversible damage
could be caused.
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4. Legislation
The use of destructive fishing methods such as
explosives, poisons and other noxious substances is
ecologically harmful and is prohibited by law in
nearly all of the countries of the Pacific islands
region. As shown in Table 4.1 the use of dynamite
and other destructive methods has been identified
as important and has been the subject of concernin
the region With the exception of Australia, Nauru,
Papua New Guinea, Pitcairn Island and Tbkelau,
all of the islands in the region have put in place
legislation baruring the use of dynamite, poison and
other noxious substances to catch fish. The fact that
the legislation is in place, however, is no indication
at all of obsenrance and adherence by the people.
Indeed, the continued use ofexplosives and other
destructive methods may mean that the legislation
is not adequate and that more stringent and effec-
tive measunes are required.
It is evident from Table 4.1 that legislation relating
to destructive frshing practices for the present mo-
ment is limited to the use of explosives, poisons and
other noxious substances. There is little reference
to other destmctive frshing practices, in particular
the use ofhookahgear, hsh drives and reefgleaning
practices that are destructive to the marine habitat.
For instance, while some of the countries have con-
servation legislation that restricts the taking of
special specified species, there is nothing specifi-
cally related to habitat destrrrction. This is a con-
cern because the destnrction ofhabitat associated
with coral extraction and other related fisheries is,
in our view, more destmctive to the marine environ-
ment than the local decline of certain species. These
are the types of legislation that will be seen more in
the future when the destmctiveness of these prac-
tices becomes mone evident.
Fines for the use of destructive frshing practices
vary from country to country but all seem to show
the seriousness of the offence throughout the
Pacific. The range is between $SI 200 in Solomon
Islands (approximately $US 60) and $NZ 250,000
in New Zealand (approximately $US 169,100). In
the Marshall Islands the fine stands at $US 50,000
for criminal penalty and $US 100,000 for civil
penalty. Within this range are the dilferent fines
that are imposed on the offenders in the different
countries.
In spite of the impressive legislation that attempts
to prohibit the use of destructive frshing practices
in the region, the widespread use of these fishing
methods is an indication of either the ineffective
nature of the legislation or the attraction of the
method. In both cases more work is required. Per-
haps the legislation alone is not effective and more
effort should be d,irected at the enforcement of these
laws. There may even be the need for more innova-
tive methods such as the empowering of coastal
communities so that they can take a mone proactive
role in the pmper and effective management of their
marine resouFses. The involvement of coastal com-
munities will make the people feel part of the
management system, which should then enhance
adherence and conformity. In addition, the em-
powering of local communities will give people the
right and freedom to organise their management
systems inways they know best.
The existing legislation relating to the use of de-
structive fishing methods is expected to be re.
viewed, revised and added to in the near future as
people become more awane of other destmctive
methods that are used in their fishing gmund, but
which are, as yet, not covered under current legis-
lation. For the moment, howeve4, destructive
methods as defined by these laws are largely re.
stricted to the use ofexplosives, poisons and other
noxious substances.
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Tabla 4.1 Penaftlee lor use ol destructlve llshlng practlcecln the Pacltlc lslan& reglon
Gountry Oflenco Flne
Cmk lslands
Federated Strates
ol Micronesia
Fijl
Kiribat
Marshalllslands
Ne$t Zealand
Niue
Palau
Solomon lslands
Tonga
Tuvalu
Vanuatu
Western Samoa
Prohlbited llshing metrods (explosivedpoisons).
Marlne Resurces Act 1989s26
Use of explosives, polson or chemicals to kill marine
llle.Tftle23of haCoda of fiaFSMg101 and 104
Taking or attempting to take fish by the use of
dynamlte or eploslves. FislprlesActGap. 158 s.10(4)
Flshf ng with expfosives, polson, eh.. Flshedes Acl
Cap.3ltl, s.14(1)
Use of explosives, poison or other noxious substance.
Marshail lslands fubrine Resourcs Authoity Act
1988s.38
Use of explosives, elsficity or noxious substance.
Fishedes Act 19&3ss.65, 98 and 107
Use of explosives, firearms, poisons or undelwater
breathing apparatus for lishing. Flsh Proffiion
Ordinarce 1965s.5(3)
o Fishing with explosives, poison, or chemicals,
Chryter 13 of Tiile 24 ol the Palau National Cde
(Environmental Protection) $ 1 301 -1 305
o Placing explosives or poisons ln waters;taking ol
marine life affecled by explosives or poison.
Chapter 13 of Tifle 24 of he Palau National Cde
(Environmentral Protection) $ 1 321 -1 326
Use of explosives, poison or oher noxious
substarrcss for llshing. Fisheries Act 1972 s.8(1)
Fishing with explosives, poisons, noxious substianc€s,
etc. Fishez'es Act 1989 s.21(1)
Fishlng with explosives, poison, and noxious
substiances. Fisheries ActCap. 45, s.14(1 )
Fishing with explosives, poisons, etc. Fisheries Act
Cap. 158 s.19
Fishing with explosives, poisons, noxious substances.
etc. Flshen'es Ac,t 1.98Es.411] and s.21[51
NZ$10,000
us$2,000
(US$l00 min)
l st ofience: F$1,000 min
2nd offence: F$2,000 min
3d and subsequent
offene,es: F$5.000 mln
A$200
Criminal Penalty:
us$50,000
Civil Penalty:
us$100,000
l.lZ$250,000;
NZ$1,000 per day for
continuing offence
NZ$1,000
Min fine: US$100
Max fine: US$2,000
us$100
sr$200
TS$1,000
A$200
1,000,000 vatu
ws$l,000
us0
6,760
2,000
(100)
7n
1,430
3,590
320
50,000
100,000
169,1m
680
680
60
810
100
2,000
100
320
9,030
420
Souroe: FAO 1993
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5. Gonclusion / Summary
The following points summarise the current situ-
ation relatingto destmctive frshing practices inthe
Pacffic islands region
5.1 Extent of destructive
coastal fishing
While there is fairly widespread use of destructive
fishing methods, both traditional and modern, in
the Pacific islands, the information available from
island governments is very general, with very few
details on the nature, extent and effects ofdestruc-
tive coastal fishing. Furthe4 the few detailed
studies available tend to be micmstudies that focus
on a particular destructive method (for example,
Yamanouchi 1955) or on a specific geographic lo-
cation (for example, Eldredge 1987).
In order to have fully met the requirements of the
first term of rneference (see Section 1.1), the present
study would have required considerably more time
and resources. What the study has displayed is the
need for a comprehensive research programme
into destructive fishing in the region. Without
such a research effort it would be very difficult to
even begin to assess the nature of destructive fish-
ing in the Pacific and would severely compromise
any attempt to formulate effective and relevant
ameliorative policies.
5,2 Literature on destructive
coastal fishing
The literature available on destructive coastal fish-
ing practices in the Pacific is limited. It does, how-
ever, suggest that the use of potentially more
damaging modern poisons, as well as physically and
biologically damaging fishing practices, is becoming
more fiequent. Unfortunately, the available evi-
dence is patchy, suggesting on the one hand that
these examples of fishing malpractice occu4 yet on
the other offering very little in the way of details as
to how they occur and with what results.
More optimistically, though, the literatune survey
does reveal that research and researchers fmm the
Pacific Rim countries, especially from South-East
Asia, could prcve to be very useful for future re-
searrch work and even for policy formulation in the
Pacific region.
5.3 Environmential impact
of destructive fishing
While detailed evidence is lacking about the effects
of explosives, poisons and physical destruction in
the marine environment, the available information
strongly suggests that the environmental impli-
cations of continued destmctive coastal fishing may
be dire for the Pacific. The continued use of physi-
cally, biologically and chemically damaging frshing
methods in coastal fisheries is likely to degrade
reef and coastal ecosystems, produce unsustainable
levels of fishing and even endanger the health of
fishers and fish consumers. Destnrctive fishing can
exacerbate the impacts of other events (such as
storms, crown-of-thorns starlish predation, and
bleaching) that cause extensive physical damage to
the coral reef community. As studies of these cata-
stmphic events have shown, reef recovery can be
anywhere from a fewyears for minorlocalised dam-
age to several decades for extensive structural dam-
age of the reef itself. Such damage to the reef will
create a less healthy environment for the fish and
invertebrates inhabiting the area. By increasing
assaults on the reef community through the use of
destmctive fishing practices, people are creating a
situation where the natural recovery processes ane
unable to keep pace with the damage.
5.4 Economic and social context
of destructive fishing
Consideration of the social and economic impacts of
destmctive fishing at the level of the region was not
possible because ofthe lack ofresearch which looks
at the nelationship between ownership, access and
destructive fishing. It was also not possible because
of the time and resource constraints of the present
study. What the present study was able to do, how-
even was to produce a set of case histories on dy-
namite fishing in north-western Viti Levu, Fdi
(Annexe 1). These accounts produced some interes-
ting insighLs into the socio-economic context in
which destructive fishingtakes place. They suggest
that economic imperatives (specifically the desire
for cash income) in areas where there are limited
cash- earningopportunities and inadequate ecologi-
cal knowledge, may override any cultural and moral
obligations that fishermen and women may have
for the protection of the coastal environment. This
may, with more detailed research efforts, have an
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6. Recommendations
The recommendations ofthis study, which are listed
below, are put forward only as general suggestions
and guidelines. Only afber more comprehensive re-
search work will a more detailed plan of action be
possible. Wbat the recommendations do strongly
suggest, though, is tbat ifthe region is to control
these practices effectively, widespread cooperation
is necessary. Only with the real participation of
regional, national and local bodies, ae well as that
of the coastal peoples themselves, will the countries
of the Pacific region be in a position to effectively
reduce destructive coastal fishing and collecting
practices.
(1) Community participation in conservation and
Fesource management programmes is a way to
increase local residents'involvement in the pm-
tection and stewardship of the environment. In
conjunction with educational campaigns, com-
munity participation can lead to an effective
means of stemmingdestructive fishingand har-
vesting practices. Since many of these fishing
practices have roots in traditional culture or
are used on a small-scale or subsistence basis,
involving local people regularly and fully in
management programmes enforces any les-
sons learned through schooling, workshops, or
extension
(2) Job alternatives and income-generating schemes
at the local community level are extremely im-
portant in areas where dynamite or other de-
stmctive practices are used in order to catch
more fishbecause offinancial concerns athome.
(3) Educatiorl training and extension at all levels
(in schools, in villages, as radio programmes) to
instil appreciation of the destmctiveness of
these practices and their effects on the
(4)
(o,l
resources and the envimnment are crucial.
Local workshops designed to pmmote sustain-
able and non-destructive fishing methods are
one way of increasing community awareness of
the pmblems.
Research is needed to increase understanding
ofthe situation in the region and should include
studies ofthe effects ofthese practices on the
environment, Ievels of residues in figh and
shellfish, allergic reactions linked to poisons
used in fishing, estimation of magnitude of the
problem in each country in the region, and
socio-economic analyses in different areas.
Collaboration within the region is necessary to
increase awaneneEs of the extent of the problem.
A more comprehensive and in-depth sun'ey of
destructive fishing in the Paci-fic is needed in
order to determine country-specific needs for
education, training and planning. The Inter-
national Marinelife Alliance in the Philippines
has exp ressed interest in collaborative res earch
or training pmjects. Several ofthe respondents
from regional government offrces expressed
their interest in involvement in future edu-
cational programmes,
One of the most important needs in the region
is for incr.eased and effective enforcement of
existing laws. In addition, further legislation
may be needed in some places where dynamite
fishing continues despite the existence of laws,
Especially important are measures to lessen
the availability of explosives and cyanide. For
instance, the gold-mine in Vatukoula, Fiji could
be held more responsible for the leakage of
explosives and cyanide offthe property.
(6)
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Annexe 1 Dynamite fishing in the Ba and Tavua area,
Viti Levu, Fiji
Introductlon
Blast fishing using dynamite is more prevdent in
the Westem Division tban anSnrhere else in Fiji
(SPREP 1988). More specifically, cases have been
reported in areas ertending fmm Lautoka tn Raki-
raki. llhs gold-mining industry construction of the
hydrcelectric dam, and more recently the Kingfs
Road construction project are the main sites fmm
which dynamite is stolen and supplied to frshers.
Some fishers are said to be able to devise home'
made explosives. Such a case was relnrted to police
in the Ba area last year when a fisber used fire
srackers to make explosives.
According to police records, fishers continue to use
dynamite despite the fact that the activity is
banned by law. In the context of dynamite fuhing,
thene are tbree kinds offishers in the area: thoee
who never use explosives forfishing, those who uee
orplosives only rarely, and those who use explosives
quite often There are, however, no full-time dy-
namite users, as is the case inthe Philippinss. lhs
following accounts provide an insight into the situ-
ation surounding the use of dynamite in Ba, Tarnra
and Vatukoula in the laet five years (Tablee 1-B).
Ttre fishers are based in Ba and Tavua while Vatu-
koula is the gold-mine fmm where dynamite thefts
are reported.
Gase histories
The following are the result of seven interviews
carried out with fishers who have either been con-
victed or questioned by police for using dynamite.
The names of the fishers were changed in order to
protect their identity. The fishers are fmm three
villages inTarma and individual settlements in the
nearby eane areas.
1. Mr nam Singh
Mr Singh was a part-time farmer and fisher but is
now retired. He moved to his present location about
30 years ago when his father-in-Iaw allocated 12
acres of land to his daughter (Mrs Singh). The
58-year-old Mr Singh suffers from diabetes and has
problems with his eyesight as a result of a heart
attack. He stays home most of the time as he no
longeris able to work, At the moment he is making
arrangements to go abroad for medical treatment.
Table I Casas of kllllng tlsh wlth exploslves
ln Tavua
Table 2 Caees of uslng and poesesslng
exploslves ln Ba
Table 3 Cases of misslng exploslves
ln Vatukoula
Ttre Singhs have three sons and one daughter. The
eldest son manages the farm and the youngest son
is an apprentice electrician. None of the three sons
is involved in fishing. The daughter is now manied
and lives abroad.
Mr Singh recalled his fishing days as a time when
he was looked upon as a strong, influential person.
Accor,iling to the other fishers, Mr Singh was well
lclown for frshing with dynamite. He was also
known to have hired crew who could use the
Year
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
Caess
5
1
3
1
5
4
Yaar Kllllng and selllng lllegalpoesesslon
. dynamlted flsh of exploolves
1989 31990 61991 31992 61993 31994 10
0
0
11
0
1
3
Year Cases No. of No. ol
detonatorc gelignlles0cke
mlsslng mlsslng
1989130199016019910001992 1 3 111993 5 23 491994 8 92 106
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explosives. He admitted fishing with dynamite
and showed his hands which today bear the result
of an earlier accident. Mr Singh lost most of his
fingers when a detonator cap exploded in his hand.
Mr Singh was confronted by the naval patrol twice.
He was questioned and investigated.He has also
been questioned by police on several occasions.
Accord.ing to IVIr Singh, cane farming on a lZ-acre
plot did not generate sufficient income to meet the
family expenses. Besides, Mr Singh's brothers-in-
law did not legally transfer the land allocated to his
wife by her father. This created insecurity as Mr
Singh had to rely on the goodwill of his bmthers-in-
law. According to the Fiji Sugar Corporation, Mr
Singh was a tenant on the land and therefore
needed the appmval of his brothers-in-law for any
mqior activity or development on the pmperty. The
relationship was not so cordial.
Mr Singh wanted to educate his cbildren and that
was diffrcult as he was the only breadwirurer. He
further added that he had needed money to build
his house which is now one of the better houses in
the area, and get his childr€n manied. The neeil for
cash tempted him to frsh with dynamite as it was
not diflicult for him to obtain explosives frcm the
illegal sounces at the Vatukoula gold-mine. Accord-
ing to Mr Singh, the miners or the "middlemen"
always know their target customers.
Mr Singh sold his engine and boat in 1987 after
losing most of his fingers in the accident. He was
well aware that the uee of explosives is not only
prohibited but dangerous. He indicated that it was
a risky business but he was pneparled to take the
risk to meet his immediate cash needs. He added
that as a nesult of these risks and the loss of his
fingers, he has a well-constructed concrete house
and does not have any outstandingloan.
According to Mr Singh, the use of explosives is a
very efEcient method of frshing which requires less
time and costs. He claimed that if he had used
nets or carried out line frshing he would have re-
mained a lnor man who failed to meet his economic
obligations.
Mr Singh is contented that his children are now
gmwnup and are able to managethe household. He
said that even ifhe had not had the accident, he
would have stopped using dynamite becawe hig
children no longer needed financial support.
2. Mr Saimei Waqa
Mr Waqa is 60 years old and lives with his family
in one of the villages. He started commercial fishing
when he was 18 years old and stopped in 1960 when,
at the age of 26, he was involved in a serious
accident when a stick of gelignite erryloded prema-
turely in his hand. Mr Waqa lost both of his eyes
and half ofhis right arm. Since the accident, he has
not been able to work. He spends most of his time
resting and attending village functions and meet-
ings. Mr and Mrs Waqa have eight childr,er-six
sons and two daughters. Three oftheirsons ar€ now
working. One manages the sugar cane farm, one is
a carrier operator and the third is a fisher who owng
an outboard punt. The thnee ofthem now support
the family.
Mr Waqa used dynamite for eight years, his entire
time as a fisher. E:rplosives which were widely r:sed
in large amounts for open-cast and underground
mining were readily available from the miners as
the security checks were not very tight.
According to Mr Waqa, it was diflicult for him to
bring up his children with a norrnal frshing income.
During the 1950s and 1960s, fish prices were very
low so one needed a large volume of fish to achieve
the targeted income. Using dynamite was an easy
way to catch large schools of mullet, empemrs,
mackertl and other fish aggregation.
fncome from farming was periodic whereas fishing
pmvided instant cash. However, after the accident,
Mr Waqa's family relied on income fmm land rent.
Mrs Waqa assisted by sellhg crabs collected from
the nearbymangr:ove areas and soldthem alongthe
madside. Village members and relatives also as-
sisted in providing the basic necessities.
Mr Waqa felt his experience was not going to deter
others (including hie children) fmm using explo.
sives. According to him the choice is up to the
individual fisher. There is no guarantee that people
will stop using dynamite as it is effrcient and pro.
vides economic returns.
The othervictim of dynamite fishing in this village
disappeared into the nearby cane farzn when word
got amund that the team was interested in tdking
to him. Mr Waqa's sor\ a fisher, mentioned that
there are other frshers in the village who still use
dynamite.
3. Mr Peni Nadruku
Mr Nadmku is 52 years old and has eleven children
- 
seven EonB and four daughters. For Mr Nadruku,
fishing has been the main source of income for over
thirty years. Five years ago he sold his boat and now
fishes only occasionally. He now raises goats for his
living. Only one of his sons works at the gold-mine
inVatukoula. The regt of his children now live and
work in Suva.
Mr Nadruku recalled his fishing days when he used
to go out fishing three or four times a week. He used
gill nets, line and dynamite. During a night frshing
trip, dynamite, if it was employed, would be used in
the early hours between 5 and 7 a.m. before return-
ing. Duringthe day, dynamite would be used in the
afternoon between 2 and 4 p.m. These wene oon-
sidered "safe" times when boat tralfrc in the sur-
rounding fishing grounds was low. However, if a
large school of fishwas sighted and if there wene no
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"strangen (unknown) fishers around, dynamite
would be used at any time.
As a fisher, he usually targeted schoole of emall fish
(mackerel, sardine or mullet) near a reef area be-
cause bigger fish will agglegate to feed on the smal-
ler fish. The bigger fish, including a variety of
groupers, cod and sharks, are then caught wing
linee. Fisb that are killed or directly affected by the
explosion are collected quickly by rliving.
Describing the illegal trade in stolen explosives
from the mines, MrNadruku orplained that miners
either sell direcdy to frshers or to fixed clients who
operated as middlemen He clairned that most
fishers knew whom to approach if they needed
explosives.
Mr Nadnrku admitted that he had used e:rplosives
for several year€. He lost part of his left thumb and
his left fingertips when a detonator cap prema-
turely exploded. He related how Mr Singh (case
study 1) would pay to get him to use dynamite for
him. On such trips Mr Nadmku would receive an
average income of $F 100 to $F 150. Inaddition, Mr
Singh also pmvided all educational e:rpenees for
two of MrNadruku's sons.
Mr Nadruku's main neason for taking such a high
risk was for economic gain. He had to support his
large family who needed education and food. He
also had other social obligations, such as helping his
extended family and participating in community
activities. He explained that if he frshed using nets
and line, he would have had to work four or five
times longer and harder to achieve the same size
catch.
4. MrMataPraead
Mr Prasad is a part-time fisher and farmer. He sold
his boat in 1990 after he was convicted of fishing
with dynamite. He now goes out fishing with other
fishers from hig area.
Mr Prasad h-as three sons and one daughter.
Although he has a cane liarm, his land has been
earmarked for native reserve by the Native Land
T:ust Board. His house is next to a village where
the people already have limited land to do their own
planting as most of the village land has been leased
to cane farmers. Like many other farmers in the
area, Mr Prasad is worried about losing his rights
to the land in the near future. Because of the in-
sec'urity surrounding the future of his land, he has
not made any attempt to improve it. At the time of
the study, the place was one of the worst hit
drought areas, which resulted in poor cane plan-
tations. As a result, fishing has been regarded as a
better option
Mr Prasad had to seek permission from the I\ri
Tbrnra and Trui Navitilerm to have acoess to fishing
grounds. According to him, the relationship with
the frshing rights owners is good because he does
not have to pay large monetary Burns as in other
areas.
Mr Prasad complained about being hanssed by
naval patrols at sea. According to him, he escaped
gunsbots three times, as the naval patrols sus-
pectd that he was using explosives. He stated that
his catch was confiscated twice and once he was
beaten by anny oflicers. Mr Prasad had lost three
fingers from his left hand in one e:rplosion at sea.
Mr Prasad erplained that the use of e:rplosives was
foreconomic reasone to support his family as fann-
ing income was not sulncient. Explosives whichare
available from the miners and other sources ane
very effective. According to Mr Prasad, thene was no
commercial fisher in the Tarnra area who had not
used explosives forfishing. He gave a list of names
of known dynamite fishers.
Mr Prasad argued that using explosives only de-
stroyed a small area in the vast ocean space. He did
not consider it a mqjor envimnmental threat. He
said that frshers ofboth races, Indian and Fijian,
were alike in that they faced similar economic prob-
lems such as educating children and meetingbasic
needs.
6. Mr1bmalakula
Mr Lakula is a part-time frsher and farmer. He has
nine childrerHeven sons and two daughters.
In 1979, under the Fisheries Assistance Aid Pro-
gramme, he obtained a 28-foot half-cabin launch
and in 1987 he replaced it with a wooden punt. With
his 28-foot boat, Mr Lakula frshed for deepsea
snapper. For this type of fishing, he needed bait,
such as mackerel, which he said he caught close to
the coast using giil nets. Occasionally he bought
from other fishers who had caught the mackerel
using explosives. He denied ever using dynamite
himself. Mr Lakula said that these days he prefers
to concentrate on his cane farm and goes out on
short fishing trips once or twice a week. However,
fanning itself is a part-time activity and he there-
fore needs to rely on the little frshing he does. He
sells his fish along the roadside or to middlemen at
the market.
According to police rtcords, Mr l,akula was con-
victed for using dynamite. However, he had no
visible iqjury, and when asked about the use of
dynamite, had denied it outright. Mr Lakula ex-
plained in detail the pmcess other fishers used to
catch fish with dynamite. He said that living close
to a coastal arca, occasionally he hears a loud bang
in the sea when all else is quiet.
6. MrJoneThmani
Mr Tamani is 45 years old and lives in the village.
He has five children 
- 
two sons and three
daughters. One is a baby, two are at school, and two
are working and living in Suva.
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Mr Thmani works as a cane cutter during the har-
veating season and is a part-time fisher with an
outboard punt. He was convicted for usrng dy-
namite but he did not show any signs of physical
iajury He admitted his conviction and said that he
had used dynamite for economic reasons. He ex-
plained that with dynamite he could save a lot of
time and fuel. In addition, the level of catch was
much greater than that of ordinary line and net
fishing. He said that one has to take great care when
using dynamite but it is a risk that people are
prepared to take because of the need for immediate
cash. Mr Tamani bas dso worked as crew on other
fishing vessels which also used explosives.
Mr Tamani noted that when frsh are caught using
dynamite, those that are physically damaged or
undersized are separated out and sold from a car-
rier in the mining settlements in Vatukoula. Those
fish that show no signs of damage and those that
are attracted to the blasted frsh and caught by lines
are sold at the market.
Mr Tbmani added that since dynamite is readily
available, there is always a temptation to use it.
7, MrAshok Kumar
Mr Kumar lives with his brother in the cane area
not far from the town. He has a full-time frshing
operation with three crew members from the nearby
settlement. (The crew membens were also present
during this intenriew.) Mr Kumar has a half-cabin
launch, a motorised punt and a carrier. His brother
manages the farm and sometimes hejoins the crew.
Likewise, Mr Kumar may help his bmther on the
farm. The farm land is small and hillywithpoorsoil
and does not generate adequate income, Fishing is
a more stable source of income for the Kumar family.
Mr Kumar supports a family of eight.
fhrring fine weathe4 Mr Kumar goes out fishing at
least three times a week. For most of the trips, he
leaves in the afternoon and returns by the morning
tide. He has obtained permits fmm the T\ri Tavua
and Tui Ra. Permits were obtained simply by a
presentationof ya4ona (kava). On several occasions
the crew has gone deep-sea frshing offthe Yasawas
(an area outeide their permitted frshing ground).
Howeve4, they now stay withintheir allocated area
because of increaeed patrols.
Mr Kumar has been questioned by the police on a
number of occasions and is known by other fishers
to be using dynamite. Police have not charged him
so far because of lack of evidence. Mr Kumar denied
using dynamite. Crew members indicated that they
have witnessed other frshers using explosives but
that they have never resorted to such practices. Mr
Kumar and his crew gave a vivid explanationof the
process used to catch frsh with dynamite. They said
it was the main method of catching bait in the area.
One of the crew members added that they usually
catch their own bait using nets but sometimes they
have no choice but to buy bait from otbers who had
used dynamite.
MrKumarcomplained about the naval patmls who
occasionally harassed him and his crew, twice con-
frscating their catch. The crew eaid they were
beaten because the owner was not on board. Mr
Kumar indicated that he and his crew have ac-
quired good frshingskills and the patrols and police
eye them with suspicion because they simply have
a good catch.
He admitted that many times he has been ap
pmached by people selling dynamite but he has
never bought it. However, at the Tbrnra Market, a
group offisheru mentionedMrKumaras a dynamite
user.
Discussion
Security probleme at Vatukoula gold-mine
Although the Vatukoula gold-mine is not the only
source of supply of explosives, it has been the major
source for a long time.
According to the Director of Mines at the Mineral
Resournces Department, there is a strict security
system and supervisors are employed wherever ex-
plosives are handled. Explosives are unloaded and
brought to the magazine for storage until they are
used. Only authorised staff are permitted to handle
the explosives ordered from various sites of the
mine. Every package of explosives must be ac-
counted for.
Interviews with the mineworkers indicated that
explosives are occasionally stolen by the under-
ground miners who blast rocks. The miners use
several avenues to obtain and smuggle e:cplosives
out of the mine.
Miners generally bore holes in undergmund tun-
nels to implant the explosives in order to blast the
rocks that contain gold ores. lhey are required to
recond the number of orplosives used. However,
sometimes they sign for the required amount, but
put less into the bore holes, hiding the rest. A
supewisor is supposed to cross-check that the num-
ber of explosives signed is actually implanted into
the bore holes before the blast. However, in practice,
the supervisors only make random checks if they
are suspicious ofany wrongdoing.
Miners who steal explosives may hide theee items
in their pockets, underwear, or boots; stick them
inside their hair; or put them in bags, coffee ther-
moses, or food partels, One police officer said tbat
he dealt with a case where a miner had hidden
explosives inside a hollowed-out loaf of bread.
Discussions also revealed that there may be co-
operation between underglound miners and people
on the gmund. For example, explosives may be
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hidden inside tmcks that bring ore to be processed
to the surface. The workers who handle these trucks
can then nem(rye and hide the e:rplosives before the
truck moves to the processing area. The above.
gmund workers are not subject to aecurity checks.
Underground miners are checked randomly if there
is some suspicion. Tlre mining company does not
hire full-time security guards. E:rplosives are not
experuive items and some loss does not geem to
matter economically to the company. In addition,
thereis no legal responsibilityforthe mine toinstall
etricter security measures.
Minere who steal explosives either sell directly to
the fighere or to a "middleman" who then supplies
the frshers. One frsher said that currently a stick of
explosive may cost $F 0.20 
- 
$F O.SO and it could be
retailed on the black market for $F 6.00 
- 
$F 10.00.
Finally, discrrssions with miners indicated that
eome people who workat themine stealscrapcloths
used to wipe drums containing cyanide. These
cloths are then rinsed in mangrrve areas in or"der
to catch fieh and invertebrates.
Why fiehers uae explosives
Both Indian and Fijian fishers were interviewed for
this study. A number of fishing operations had
mixed crew while some were all Fijian or all Indian.
When asked about the heavy use of explosives in
the area, Indian fishers indicated that they were
encouraged by the Fijian crcw to use e:rplosives
because the practice would result in a good catch
and therefore a higher share for the crew. The Fijian
fishers explained that they use e:rplosives because
they would otherwise become relatively poor and
would face price diecrimination at the market be-
sauae those who use explosives are able to seII frsh
very cheaply. Everyone indicated that taking the
risk was necessary because of the need to improve
their personal economic position and because explo-
sives are readily available.
From the interviews it was obvious that the use of
explosives in western Fiji is not based upon ethnic
or nesource ownership lines. Both gmups-nesource
owners (F[jians) and those who lease access rights(Indians)-ar€ using explosives to catch fish.
Neither group appears to be concerned about the
envirrnmental impacts of their actions on their
fishing grounds. The Fijian fishers who are the
customary owners of these inshore areas are di-
rectly involved in the act of using explosives and
they also appnove and renew permits of those In-
dian fishers who are known to be using explosivgs.
Ownership does not appear to automatically engen-
der resporuible use of the nesounces. Accessibility,
ease of use, effectiveness, and monetary reward of
dynamite frshing are strong incentives for its use.
Fishers who use dynamite are able to bring their
catch to market within four to six hours of fishing.
Depending upon the extent of damage to the figh or
if they were afraid of being caught, they would sell
their fish at a much lower price. This competitive
market situationforces otherfishers who do notuse
dynamite to resort to use of such methods when the
need for income is urgent.
According to the fishers, sun'eillance by naval pa-
trol boats has incr€aeed recently in the area. How-
ever, patrol vessels are only eeen occasionally over
certain periods. If a patrol boat is sighted, the word
gets amund quickly among the rest of the fishers.
Socio-economic iesues
From the inten'iewe and discussions canied out, it
appears that dynamite fishing is a mor€ serious
problem tban is immediately apparent. It is d i ffi cult
to catch those fishers and miners involved in the
network that has evolved to support this form of
fishingin Flji, The use of explosives inthe area has
been going on for some time as indicated by inter-
view 2 where the fisher admitted usr'ng e:rplosives
for eight years prior to his accident in 1960. Other
fishers interviewed also revealed years of practice
before being caught.
Ttre mqjor problem at Vatukoula is the lack of
adequate security checks at the gold-mine. It may
not be economically feasible for the mine to hire
full-time security offi.cers who diligently check that
dynamite is not leaving the mining area, but it is
becoming an extremely important environmental
concern. Inteliews revealed that most fishers oper-
ate on a part-time basis because the farm income is
not sulfrcient to meet their basic needs. Others rely
heavily on fishing income because of limited access
to land for farrning. Fishing in the area has been an
important and stable source of income for both
firll-time and part-time operators.
If curent practices continue, the reefs and fish
stocks will start to show serious signs of damage.
According to the intewiewed fishers, reef damage
was limited. Much of the blasting activities took
place in the lagoonal waters and in estuaries. How-
ever, large oversupplies of some reef fish (red bass,
paddletail, yellow-tailed emperors, spangled em-
peror€ and rock cod) are occasionally found in the
Ba and Tavua frsh markets. Some of the consumers
in the Tavua area said that at times some of the fish
theybought from the markethadvery softflesh and
broken bones. This correlates well to the evidence
from Fiji Fisheries on the state of fish caught with
explosives (Paxton & Lewie 1988). The sudden large
oversupply by certain fishers and the consumers'
concerns suggest that explosives may be used closer
to the reefs than the fishers are willing to say.
If the dynamite is not readily available, fishers
would, it is hoped, be forced to use more respon-
sible and acceptable fishinggear, such as nets and
lines. Many {ishers use explosives because of their
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availability. This use is based on the attitude that
if othere are using it, then "why shouldn't I?',
Fishens who frsh using acceptable or recommended
gear face the problem ofhigh operation and capital
costs (for example, purchase of nets) relative to
those who use explosives. Thus, when explosives
are used, resulting in large volumes of catch, over-
supply results. Prices are forrced downwatds for all
fishers. In addition, fish that have been damaged by
the explosion of dynamite deteriorate quickly,
therefore cannot be kept very long and need to be
sold quickly. There are also limited storage facil-
ities, especiallyat theTarma market. Because ofthe
situation, fishers who do not usually use explosives
may resort to such practices when they face periods
of depressed income. Ttris is how most fishers in the
area get involved in the use of dynamite.
The use of orplosives not only damages the marine
life but it is also a risky operation as indicated by
the various accidents in the case studies. Several
fishers in the Ba and Tbvua area have lost their
arms and fingers. Cases of blindness and deformed
faces also exist. Some fishers get iqjured to the
ortent that they become disabled and cannot con-
tinue to earn a living (inten'iews L and 2). This
eventually leads to increased hardships and a fur-
ther burden on other family members. For example,
in intenriew 2, the fisherman's wife had to sell crabs
by the roadside to support her family until the
children grew up.
Ownership of customary rights over the fishing
gmunds, and the implied obligation to protect the
resources and the marine envimnment, seems to be
an ineffective measure in the area. The need for
easy cash without much capital input is the over-
riding goal of many frshers. Ttris indicates tbat
economic fortes can easily override customary and
traditional practices and the moral obligation to
exploit the resources wisely. Other factors indude
the lack of adequate knowledge on stock dynamics
and environmental ecologl.
The penalties imposed on fishers in Fiii who used
ilynamite to catch fish prior to 1991 were quite
lenient. For example, a penalty of $F 100 or $F 200
was easily raised by fishers from one blast-fishing
trip. These penalties, however, have been increased
since 1991 as indicated in the Fl Fislrcries Act,bul
there is no evidence of a decline in the use of
e:rplosives since then Penalties for penons found
in illegal posseseion of e:rplosives, howeve4 still
remain low It was not possible to determine the
number of fishers imprisoned, but the interviews
indicated that such a practice was minimal.
An opposite extreme occurs in the Philippines,
where the use of dynamite forfishinghas destroyed
extensive reef areas and marine habitats. Penalties
for fishers are much stiffer than in Fiii.. For
example, Galvez (1988) writes: ''
Under the laws, mere possession of explosives in-
tended for blaet frshing is puniehable by 12 to 26
yeare of imprisonment, and if such orplosives are
actually ueed and resulted in injury, the penalty ie
20 years to life imprisonment. When caught, the
usual amount for 'bail" ranges frcm P1000 to
P5000.
According to Galvez (1988), these penalties are too
harsh and therefore not widely implemented by
poliee. Ttris leads to cormpt practices by fishers,
such as bribing police ofhcers, in order to avoid
imprisonment. A system somewhere between these
two extremes, that acts as a real detertent, muet be
devised.
T\e Fiji Fislwrins Act Cap. 158 Ed. 1992,
Section 10 (4), states the following:
Any person who takes or destroys or at-
tempts to take or destroy any fish by the use
of dynamite, gelignite orother explosive sub-
stance, or who, being the holder of a licence
under this Act, ie found in possession of
dynamite, gelignite or other explosive in
such circumstances as to eatisfu the court
before which he is being tried that he in-
tended to use the eubstance for the purpose
of taking or destroying frsh, or any person
possessing, transporting or selling or expos-
ing for sale or hawking fish which has been
taken by the use of one of the aforesaid
explosivee, ehall be liable for a first offenc'e
to imprisonment for six months and to a fine
ofone thousand dollars, for a second offence
to imprisonment for twelve months and a
fine of two thousand dollars, and if he ie the
holder of a licence to take freh it shall be
cancelled and may not be renewed for a
period of three years fmm the date of the
second conviction; for a third and any sub-
sequent offence to imprisonment for two
years and to a fine of five thousand dollars,
and if he ie the holder of a licence to take fish
it shall be cancelled and may not be renewed
for a period ofsix years from the date ofeuch
conviction.
In all cases where dynamited fish ig seized,
it ehall be confiscated and destroyed.
The Fr"7i Explosiues Act Cap.189 Rev. 1985,
concerning illegal possession and sale of
explosives, states the followirg:
Any person who has in hie possession any
explosives contrary to the provisions ofregu-
lation 61 or aells any explosive contrary to
the provisions ofregulation 61or 62 ehall be
liable to a fine not exceeding $400 or to
imprisonment for any term not exceeding
one year.
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Concluslon
These intewiews were conducted in order to make
a preliminary assegsment of the socio-economic as-
pect of dynamite fishing in north-western Viti Levu,
Fiji where this practice has existed for some time.
Although the Fiji Governrnent has incrcased naval
patrols in the area, it seems tbat this is done only
periodically and thus pmvides only a temporary
solution Some standard guidelines on how these
patrcls ehould operate or handle casee at sea should
be dwised. Several fishere intenriewed inthis study
complained about physical abuee from naval per-
sonnel. Physical violence against offenders or BuB-
pected cases is a diffrcult and sensitive issue that
may cause ururccessary retaliation
According to a sunrey conducted by SPREP (1988),
one of the effective informal meaaur€B of enforce.
ment of lawe against destructive fishing practices
in Fffi was "physical violence against offenders by
villagers". This may not always hold tme, because
some ofthe offenders in westernViti Lenr are them-
selves villagers who own resource rights. Even if
the Indian perrnit-holders who lease fishing rights
were stopped from fishing or using d5mamite,
there would be no guarantee tbat the legal right-
holders would also stop. The damage to the marine
envimnment will pmbably continue. It ie therefore
important to find ways to stop the use of explosives
by both groups at the same time.
lhe need for regulations and proper enforcement to
eneure strict security systems at places where ex-
plosives are utilised, such as the mine or public
works sites, will do a lot to prevent leakage of
eiploeives in the first place. This may not only
generate nevenue for tbe government but also en-
sure that euch operations take more care in hand-
ling such dangerous eubstances. There ie also a
need for a more integratcd apprcach in order to find
aneffective solutionto the pmblem outlined inthie
study, for example devising a system whereby an
action plan could be formulated that would involve
the fishers, police, the Nar6l, coruumer afrain,
chiefs, religious leaders, teachers, fisheries person-
nel, institutions that utilise explosives, and other
people in the communities.
These interwiews, although limited, provide a use-
ful picture of the conditions associated with blast
fishiog, their human impacts, and suggest possible
rremedies. More detailed research leading to com-
preheruive caee itudies in Fiii and elsewhere in the
region arfe necessary before effective policy changes
and management plans can be formulated.
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Annexe 2 Offices where requests for information were sent
AMERICA}i SAMOA NTIIE
Department of Marine and Wildlife Resources, Director of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries,PagoPago Alofi
COOKISLAI{DS CommunityAffairs OfEce, Alofi
Secretary of Marine Resources, Rarotonga PALAU
FEDERI'IED STATES OF MICRONESII Bureau of Natural Resources and Development,
Chuuk Marine Resourres Department, Koror
Weno, Chuuk PAPUANEW GUINEA
Department of Consenation and Development, Department of Fisheries and Marine Resources,Kosrae Konedobu
Marine Resources Division, Lelu, Kosrae Department of Environment and Consenration,
Division of Marine Resources, Palikir, Pohnpei Boroko
tvtS{ne.ne53urces & Management Division, SOLOMON ISLAI.IDSuolorna' rap Ministry of Natural trlesourres, HoniaraFIJI Fisheries Division, Honiara
Fisheries Division, Suva TOKELAU
FRENCH POLYNESIA Oftice for Tokelau Affairs, Apia, Western Samoa
EVAAM, Papeete, Thhiti TONGAGUAM Ministry of Lands, Survey and
Division of Aquatic and Wildlife Resources, Natural Resourtes, NukuhlofaAgana Ministry of Fisheries, Nuku'alofa
KIRIBATI TWALU
Fisheries Division, Tarawa Fisheries Department, Funafuti
Ministry of Environment and Office of the Prime Minister, Funafuti
Natural Resources Development, Tarawa VAIIUA'U
MARSIIALL ISI"ANDS Fisheries Department, Port Vila
Environmental ProtectionAgency, Majum Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources,
Marshall Islands Marine Resources Authority, Port VilaMajum 
wALLIS AIID FITTuNANAIIRU Service de lEconomie et de la Pdche.
Department of Island Development & Industry Mata'utu, Wallis
NEW CALEDONIA WESTERN SAI\4OA
Department of the Sea, Noumea Fisheries Division" Apia
Service Tbrritorial de la Marine Marchande, Department of Lands, Suweys andNoumea Environment,Apia
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Annexe 3 Personal correspondents
Ernest Bani Fiu Manueli*
Environment Unit Marine Studies hogramme
PortVila, VAI{UATU University of the South Pacific
P. CAdEAU SUVA'FIJI
Sewice des Affaires Maritimes Sione Vailda Matoto
Noumea,NEWCALEDONIA Ministryof Fisheries
Glasstine Cornelius TONGA
Department of Consewation and Development Vaughan Pratt*
Kosrae Internationd Marinelife Alliance
FEDERIIIED STAfES OF MICRONESIA Manila, PHILIPPINES
PeterCraig MickRaga
Department of Marine and Wildlife Resources Nature Conserration Division
PagoPago,AIUERICAbISAI\,IOA Boroko, PAPUANEW GIJINEA
Sylvester Diake MiIc Rimmer*
Fisheries Division Northern Fisheries Centre
Honiara, SOLOMON ISTAI{DS Queensland,AUSTRALlA
Richsd Farruan PeterBubec*
Service de la Mer Internationd Marinelife Alliance
NEW CALEDONIA USA
Tbm Graham Kelesoma Saloa
Division of Marine Reeources Fisheries Department
Komr, PALAU Funafuti, TWALU
Steve Gutreuter' Inuie Savoie
National Biologicd Sunrey EVAAI\,I
Wisconsin, USA Papeete, FRENCH POLYNESIA
Rufo J. Lqjan Beero Tloti
Aquatic and Wildlife Reeources Fisheries Division
Agana, GUAIU Thrawa, KIRIBATI
* Thege persond correspondents werie not eentthe
faxed questionnaire.
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